
                                                                                                  

How to obtain symmetric concepts with 

topology optimization. 

By Prakash Pagadala 
 

Firstly, why do we need manufacturing constraints?

Topology Optimization results sometimes give design which cannot be manufactured economically. 

At this stage we need some constraints to apply on the design so that the end design results can be 

manufactured within the available tools and costs.

OptiStruct offers few such manufacturing constraints to apply for the base design and get an output 

design which can be easily manufactured.

maximum member size, Draw direction (Dv’s with PSOLID), Extrusion (Dv’s with PSOLID), pattern 

grouping and pattern repetition.

In this tutorial we will discuss about pattern grouping fo

It is sometimes desirable to have symmetric design. Even though, the loads and boundary conditions 

are symmetric topology optimization methods do not guarantee a symmetric design. In such cases 

pattern grouping ensures symmetric around a

Let us take a simple plate model

applied on few nodes at the other end:
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need some constraints to apply on the design so that the end design results can be 

manufactured within the available tools and costs. 

OptiStruct offers few such manufacturing constraints to apply for the base design and get an output 

asily manufactured. Few such manufacturing constraints are minimum and 

maximum member size, Draw direction (Dv’s with PSOLID), Extrusion (Dv’s with PSOLID), pattern 

grouping and pattern repetition. 

In this tutorial we will discuss about pattern grouping for shell elements.  

It is sometimes desirable to have symmetric design. Even though, the loads and boundary conditions 

are symmetric topology optimization methods do not guarantee a symmetric design. In such cases 

pattern grouping ensures symmetric around a plane or angular symmetric. 

Let us take a simple plate model (25X25 size) with constraints at one end of the plate and force is 

applied on few nodes at the other end: 
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Optimization results sometimes give design which cannot be manufactured economically. 

need some constraints to apply on the design so that the end design results can be 

OptiStruct offers few such manufacturing constraints to apply for the base design and get an output 

Few such manufacturing constraints are minimum and 

maximum member size, Draw direction (Dv’s with PSOLID), Extrusion (Dv’s with PSOLID), pattern 

It is sometimes desirable to have symmetric design. Even though, the loads and boundary conditions 

are symmetric topology optimization methods do not guarantee a symmetric design. In such cases 

with constraints at one end of the plate and force is 

 



                                                                                                  

The material used is steel and the plate has a thickness of 4mm. The blue region is th

space and the rest is the design space for topology optimization.

a non-design property and design space with a design property.

Create Topology Design Variable:

In OptiStruct go to Analysis page

Designable property for property.

Create pattern grouping: 

Switch to pattern grouping when you are in still in the same panel

pattern type, which means the design will be symmetr

Now select the anchor node and first node. Anchor node should be selected in such a way that 

model is symmetric around that node (white node). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  

The material used is steel and the plate has a thickness of 4mm. The blue region is th

space and the rest is the design space for topology optimization. Non-design space is organized with 

design property and design space with a design property. 

Create Topology Design Variable: 

go to Analysis page�Optimization�Topology and create a design variable. Select 

Designable property for property. 

 

Switch to pattern grouping when you are in still in the same panel and select 1-pln sym under 

pattern type, which means the design will be symmetric in one plane. 

Now select the anchor node and first node. Anchor node should be selected in such a way that 

model is symmetric around that node (white node).  

 

The material used is steel and the plate has a thickness of 4mm. The blue region is the non-design 

design space is organized with 

Topology and create a design variable. Select 

 

 

pln sym under 

 

Now select the anchor node and first node. Anchor node should be selected in such a way that 



                                                                                                  

Next select the first node.  

So how this works? 

A vector runs from anchor node to 

vector and runs through the anchor node.

Similarly, two plane and three plane symmetry, angular symmetry can be achieved using the 

available pattern types in OptiStruct.

Angular or cyclic symmetry can be achieved using cyclic symmetric options under pattern grouping. 

This result in a cyclic symmetric around the center axis of the model.

 

Ex:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  

A vector runs from anchor node to first node. Plane of symmetry will be created normal to this 

vector and runs through the anchor node. 

 

Similarly, two plane and three plane symmetry, angular symmetry can be achieved using the 

available pattern types in OptiStruct. 

try can be achieved using cyclic symmetric options under pattern grouping. 

This result in a cyclic symmetric around the center axis of the model. 

 

first node. Plane of symmetry will be created normal to this 

Similarly, two plane and three plane symmetry, angular symmetry can be achieved using the 

try can be achieved using cyclic symmetric options under pattern grouping. 



                                                                                                  

Optimization responses, Objective and constraints:

For this example, the responses are volume fraction and compliance. 

Objective for this optimization is to minimize compliance with a volume fraction constraint of 0.3.

Result: 

The job completed after 15 iterations. Using HyperView the following pattern i

pattern is symmetric. 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

Play around with different pattern grouping types and check the 

    

 

                                                                                                  

Optimization responses, Objective and constraints: 

For this example, the responses are volume fraction and compliance.  

Objective for this optimization is to minimize compliance with a volume fraction constraint of 0.3.

The job completed after 15 iterations. Using HyperView the following pattern is obtained and the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Play around with different pattern grouping types and check the results.  

 

 

Objective for this optimization is to minimize compliance with a volume fraction constraint of 0.3. 

s obtained and the 

  


